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The apple doesn’t fall far . . . 
 Ain’t that the truth! How many times have you hollered at your 
kids then thought, Oh, no! I sound just like my mom! Or looking into 
a mirror you notice your temples beginning to gray, just like your 
dad’s? Genetics is the hand we are all dealt, and we have nothing to 
blame but our family lineage. 
 Regardless of what limb you dangle from on your family tree, your roots play an important part in 
your everyday life, from “Oh, crap!” moments to family squabbles, from daring adventures to dealing 
with a crazy aunt or uncle. From those nuclear, blended or extended families, new memories are created, 
memories that turn into family legacies and stories often repeated. 
 While you can choose your friends, you can’t choose your family. So like the family on the cover of 
this book, always have a box at the ready. You never know when you’ll need it! 

 
Series information, also found on back cover 
Not Your Mother’s Book series creators Dahlynn and Ken McKowen spent 10 years developing titles for 
the world’s bestselling anthology series [Chicken Soup for the Soul] prior to launching NYMB. But 
NYMB is very different; NYMB books are contemporary, fun and even daring! No sad, sappy or death 
and dying stories—EVER! 
 

Not Your Mother’s Book . . . On Family is the eighth book in the series. There are more than 30 new and 
funny NYMB titles under development and all need stories from YOU! Submission guidelines at 
www.PublishingSyndicate.com. Get published! 
 

Chapter titles include 
Mind Your Table Manners 
Oh, Crap! 
You Just Never Know 

What a Trip! 
Mother Knows Best 

        All in the Family 
 

Upcoming titles in the NYMB series 
On Sex 
On Celebrity Encounters 
On Dating 
On My First Time 
On Cats 
 

  On Weddings 
  On Senior Moments 
  On Menopause 
  On Pets 
  On Embarrassing Moments 
   

  On Working for a Living 
  On Sharing Secrets 
  On Dieting 
  On Writing 
  On Military Life 
   

MEDIA ALERT: The McKowens, Linda O’Connell and NYMB story contributors are available for 
interview. A jpg of the cover is also available. Contact: Dahlynn@PublishingSyndicate.com 


